
MODULAR.
CUSTOMIZABLE.
MAKE IT YOUR OWN.



This is no ordinary sofa. It’s also a bed, or 2, or 3, or 4!  And bench seat-
ing. And coffee table(s) ( just place one of the panels on top of a cushion 
and tie it up). And a fort? The possibilities are as expansive as your 
imagination.

Here are some of the features:

+ Customizable: choose a single color/fabric for the whole sofa, or 
select a different color/fabric for each cushion

+ Reconfigurable: cushions are all the same size, and can be used inter-
changeably as seats, arms, ottomans, or coffee tables

+ Easily turns into a comfy bed

+ Easy to move from place to place (to place): just a few screws sets it 
up or takes it apart

+ Cushion covers are removable and washable

+ Can be used outdoors with optional outdoor fabric 
& Douglas fir wood

+ Foam is tested to last 7-10 years

+ 1 Year Warranty

+ Made in Los Angeles

FEATURES



Our standard pricing includes the following 
standard materials:

Standard Materials (Indoor Sofa)
100% cotton canvas cushion covers,  medium-firm polyurethane 
foam, poly batting, baltic birch plywood panels. 

Standard Materials (Outdoor Sofa)
Heavy-duty Ottertex® weatherproof canvas cushion covers, medi-
um-firm polyurethane foam, solid Douglas fir wood panels. 

Or customize it with the following options, and 
we will send you a price quote:
+ Bean-bag style (shredded, recycled foam)

+ Custom fabrics: upgrade to 100% wool from Knoll®, etc.

+ Custom colors for wood panels

+ Panel style: with or without circles

+ Arm-top panels for drinks / food

+ Half-size cushion add-ons to create standard bed dimensions

MATERIALS AND OPTIONS



SWATCHES
The 100% cotton canvas comes in the following standard 
colors (ask about additional colors)

The Ottertex® weatherproof canvas comes in the following standard 
colors (ask about additional colors)

black

blackdeep lichen 
green

dusty cedar wine

winesunflower

yellowgray

white

ivory purple aqua

periwinkle royal blue forest green

lotus pinknaturallight blue

turquoise



Indoor/  $335
Outdoor/ $320

The Solo
 (1 cushion)

Indoor/  $875
Outdoor/ $995

Love(ly) Seat
 (2 cushion)

Standard Configurations

12”

36”

24”

25”

36”
37”

Can be used as a stand-alone piece, or as an add-on 
to another configuration, to use as an ottoman.

This 2-cushion set can be used as a large seat for one, 
an intimate seat for 2, bench seating for 4, or a 

daybed for a nap!

13”

72”

24”



Indoor/  $1250
Outdoor/ $1495

Chaise Your Dreams
 (3 cushion)

25”

61” 36”

72”
36”

13”

This 3-cushion set makes a great chaise lounge, and a 
comfortable nearly Twin-sized bed. 

25”

37”

49”

One-Armed Man - Love Seat 
(3 cushion)

You can use this 3-cushion set as a love seat with an arm, and a 
comfortable nearly Twin-sized bed with a headboard.

73”
36”

25”

Indoor/  $1295
Outdoor/ $1550



Indoor/  $1695
Outdoor/ $1995

Make Love Not War - Unarmed Sofa 
(4 cushion)

13”

72”48”

This 4-cushion set makes a sofa for 3-4 people. Transforms into 2 
Love(ly) Seats, and a comfortable nearly Full-sized bed.

25”

36”

37”

25”

36”
37”

25”

37”

72”



25”

37”

72”

Let’s Get Cozy - Small Sofa with Arms
 (4 cushion)

This 4-cushion set makes a 2-person sofa with arms, and includes an 
arm-top panel to put drinks/food! Transforms into the Make Love Not 

War, and a comfortable nearly Full-sized bed with headboard.

Indoor/  $1795
Outdoor/ $2095

25”

62”

37”

13”

73”48”



Indoor/  $2195
Outdoor/ $2595

One-Armed Man - Sofa 
(5 cushion)

25”

85”

37”

25”

96”

36”

13”

86”

48”

This 5-cushion set makes a sofa for 3-5 people. Transforms into  
comfortable Full-sized bed+, and the Make Love Not War.



Indoor/  $2695
Outdoor/ $3100

Classic TITO - Sofa with Arms 
(6 cushion)

25”

37”

98”

13”

108”
48”

73” 72”

25”

This 6-cushion set makes a sofa for 3-6 people. Transforms into a 
comfortable large bed with headboard. Bed can be laid out as either King-size 

width/ nearly Full-size length or Full-size width/ King-size plus length. 

25”

109”

36”



Indoor/  $3495
Outdoor/ $4200

The XXL
 (8 cushion)

25”

37”

97”
72”

25”

This 8-cushion set makes a sofa for 6-8 people. Transforms into a 
comfortable super-King bed with headboard. And so much more!

134”

25”

37”

145”


